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The first conclusive evidence of a dipole resonance in 11Li having isoscalar character observed from
inelastic scattering with a novel solid deuteron target is reported. The experiment was performed at the
newly commissioned IRIS facility at TRIUMF. The results show a resonance peak at an excitation energy
of 1.03 0.03 MeV with a width of 0.51 0.11 MeV (FWHM). The angular distribution is consistent
with a dipole excitation in the distorted-wave Born approximation framework. The observed resonance
energy together with shell model calculations show the first signature that the monopole tensor interaction
is important in 11Li. The first ab initio calculations in the coupled cluster framework are also presented.
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Nuclei with large neutron to proton asymmetry provide
access to observemany unknown phenomena, amongwhich
a unique quantum system found was the Borromean halo
nucleus. Here, two neutrons are weakly bound to a core
nucleus and located at large distances from it, forming a low-
density large neutron surface which is the neutron halo
[1–3]. Since the discovery of the halo in 11Li, it was first
postulated that this extended density tail of the halo might
give rise to a "soft electric dipole mode" [2]. Thereafter, a
novel phenomenonwas proposed whereby the oscillation of
the halo neutrons and the core might lead to low-energy soft
dipole resonance states [4]. Despite two decades of various
experimental efforts, as mentioned in a recent review [5] it is
yet to be established if indeed the very fragile two-neutron
halo in 11Li can sustain a soft dipole resonance state.
In this Letter, we report clear evidence of a soft dipole
resonance state in 11Li at 1.03 0.03 MeV from a first
measurement of the dð11Li; d0Þ reaction. Deuterons being
isoscalar probes, the peak observed has an isoscalar soft
dipole resonance character.
This soft dipole resonance is a phenomenonoccurringonly
when the nuclear surface has an appreciably large neutron-
proton density difference. Therefore, it is different from the
traditional term “pygmydipole resonance”whichwas used to
refer to resonances arising from nucleons outside an N ¼ Z
core [6]. Studies inneutron-richO,Ni, andSn isotopes [5,7,8]
reported some fragmentation of the dipole strength towards
lower excitationenergies (Ex) that are considered to be related
to the neutron skin.However, these are still at fairly highEx of
∼10 MeV. Dipole resonances located slightly above the
neutron threshold can have impact on the neutron capture
rates in r-process nucleosynthesis [6,9].
Theoretical investigations of soft dipole states in medium
heavy nuclei show that the degree of collectivity is more in
the isoscalar dipole operator [10,11]. This large collectivity is
due to the isoscalar reduced transition amplitude being
predominantly determined by neutron particle-hole excita-
tions, most of which add with the proton contributions. In a
weakly bound halo nucleus like 11Li, the dipole resonance
states should be dramatically lowered in excitation energy
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compared to the giant dipole resonance peak. There has been
no identification so far of the isoscalar dipole resonance
in 11Li.
The pion double charge exchange reaction
11Bðπ−; πþÞ11Li [12] found indications of a peak at
1.2 0.1 MeV. However, since this reaction does not favor
the excitation of a collective state, and the dipole L ¼ 1
nature was not established, it did not allow a firm conclusion
on the soft dipole resonance. Proton inelastic scattering
measurements reported a resonance peak at 1.3 0.1 MeV
with a width Γ ¼ 0.75 0.6 MeV [13]. The poor resolution
in the experiment, 2.2 MeV (FWHM), made it difficult to
confirm the existence of a resonance state and define its
properties.An analysis of the ðp; p0Þ data in the frameworkof
multiple scattering expansion of the total transition ampli-
tude [14] proposed that, while there is a strong dipole
contribution, it is nonresonant in character. These calcula-
tions suggested anL ¼ 0 resonance at an excitation energyof
0.5 MeV with a width Γ ¼ 0.6 MeV. The pion capture
reaction 14Cðπ−; pdÞ11Li exhibited a peak at 1.02
0.07 MeV [15], but this experiment did not allow a deter-
mination of the nature of the resonance or its width. Peaks
were also found atEx ¼ 2.07 0.12 and 3.63 0.13 MeV.
The 9Li-n-n relative energy spectra from the different
Coulomb dissociation measurements are not entirely con-
sistent. The measurement at GSI [16] showed an enhance-
ment around Ex ¼ 1.25 MeV with C and Pb targets, while
a second broad structure was seen around 2 MeV with a Pb
target only. The measurement at MSU [17], on the other
hand, showed an enhancement of the E1 strength peaked at
Ex ∼ 1 MeV. The most recent data from RIKEN [18]
showed the dissociation spectrum with a Pb target peaked
at a much lower Ex ∼ 0.6 MeV.
The low-lying dipole strength observed from Coulomb
dissociation in the one-neutron halo nucleus 11Be has been
understood to be of nonresonant character originating from
the long tail of the halo wave function [19]. The 1=2−
excited state at 3.103 MeV [20] in 15C is a dipole excitation
but is not observed as a peak in the Coulomb dissociation
spectrum [21]. These observations demonstrate that the
Coulomb dissociation spectrum is dominated by nonreso-
nant E1 strength associated with direct breakup from the
halo density tail. Therefore, one needs studies through
different experiments to investigate if the 0.6 MeV peak
most recently observed in the Coulomb dissociation of 11Li
is a resonance state.
In order to conclusively establish a resonance in 11Li
and understand its nature, we performed the first meas-
urement of deuteron inelastic scattering using a novel thin
solid deuterium target. The experiment was performed at
TRIUMF, Canada with the 11Li beam reaccelerated to
5.5A MeV by using the superconducting linear accelerator
at the ISACII facility. The study was undertaken using
the newly developed ISAC charged particle spectros-
copy station, IRIS [22], that is pioneering the use of a
windowless thin, ∼100 μm, solid deuterium target. The
experiment setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). The incoming 11Li
beam is counted throughout the experiment by using a low-
pressure (19.5 Torr isobutane) ionization chamber. A total
of ∼8 × 108 11Li bombarded the target with average
intensity of ∼3000 pps. The measured energy loss con-
firmed that the beam was devoid of isobaric contaminants.
The beam then interacts with the solid D2 target formed on
a 5.4 μm Ag foil backing that faced the beam direction. A
copper shield cooled to 30 K with an opening for the
scattered particles surrounds the copper target cell (cooled
to 4 K) to reduce the radiative heating. The targetlike
reaction products, i.e., p; d; t, were identified [Fig. 1(b)] by
using annular ΔE-E arrays of 100 μm thick segmented
silicon detectors Si(YY1) followed by 12 mm thick CsI(Tl)
detectors. The silicon detector array is composed of eight
independent sectors forming an annulus and providing
azimuthal segmentation. Each sector is segmented into 16
rings which provide the scattering angle. The detector array
covered θlab ¼ 32°–58°. The CsI(Tl) array is segmented
into 16 sectors where two sectors match one sector of
the silicon detector. From the ΔE-E spectrum shown in
Fig. 1(b), the scattered deuterons can be clearly identified.
The energy and scattering angle of the deuterons is used to
reconstruct the excitation energy spectra.
The heavy beam-like particles scattered at very forward
angles pass through the hole in the annular Si(YY1)-CsI(Tl)
array and are detected by using anotherΔE-E array of double-
sided silicon strip detectors. Each detector is segmented on
one side into 24 rings which determine the scattering angle
and on the reverse side into 32 azimuthal sectors. The ΔE









































FIG. 1 (color online). (a) A schematic layout of the experiment.
(b) Particle identification (PID) spectrum of light ejectiles using
the Si(YY1)ðΔEÞ silicon array and the stopping (E) CsI(Tl) array.
(c) PID spectrum of heavy reaction residues in coincidence with
deuterons using the S3d1ðΔEÞ and the S3d2, stopping (E) silicon
arrays.




E layer. For the events that are in coincidence with the
deuterons detected by the Si(YY1)-CsI(Tl) array, the ΔE-E
spectrum of the forward silicon telescope permits clear
identification of the 9;11Li residues [Fig. 1(c)]. This detector
array subtends laboratory angles ranging from θlab ¼ 3.9° to
12.3°. The forward silicon telescope also detects the peak
position of 11Li elastically scattered from the Ag backing foil.
These data without and with the D2 target are used to
continuously determine the D2 target thickness during the
experiment. The target thickness was found to remain fairly
constant over the period of the experiment.
The excitation energy of the 11Ligs deduced from the
elastically scattered deuterons in coincidence with 11Li yields
a resolution of 700 keV (FWHM). The angular distribution
from this coincident detection spans the center of mass
scattering angle (θcm) range of 73° to 114°. The elastically
scattered 11Li identified by the forward silicon array alone
extends the θcm coverage to 52°. Here the energy spectrum
exhibits two distinct peaks due to scattering from the Ag foil
anddeuteron (d) that couldbe fittedbya sumof twoGaussians.
The heat shield mask of the target limits the geometrical
acceptance for deuteron detection, as it shadows parts of the
Si(YY1)-CsI(Tl) telescope array. The detection efficiency was
found both from the elastic scattering data as well as from
simulation. A 5% uncertainty of the efficiency is taken for the
simulation results, while the efficiency from the data has
statistical uncertainties. The detection efficiency depends on
angles covered and is shown in the inset in Fig. 2. The forward
small silicon telescope within its angular coverage has full
geometric efficiency for detecting the heavyparticles, i.e., 11Li.
The angular distribution is shown in Fig. 2. A consistency is
found for the overlapping regionwhere two different detection
methods were used, namely, from deuteron-11Li coincidence
(filled blue squares and open blue triangles) and 11Li detection
alone (filled red circles). This consistency establishes the
correctness of the efficiency estimation. The coincident
detection of d and 11Li has negligible background under the
elastic peak. The uncertainty in the cross section includes both
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The statistical uncer-
tainty also includes the uncertainties resulting from both the
detection efficiency determinationmethods. Systematic uncer-
tainties include the target thickness variation which was 15%.
Data taken with Ag foil only (i.e., without the D2) show a
negligible nontarget background contribution to the deuterons
in coincidence with 9;11Li.
A resonance state located above the two-neutron threshold
of 11Li at∼0.36 MeVwill decay by neutron emission to 9Li.
The inelastic scattering excitation energy spectrum is there-
fore obtained from a coincident detection of deuterons and
9Li. To reduce the nonresonant background, a condition is
placed for the d and 9Li to be in plane by requiring the
azimuthal angle between them to be 180° 20°. The spec-
trum outside this range is a continuous background without
any peak structure. TheEx spectrum in Fig. 3(a) shows a very
prominent peak at 1.03 0.03 MeV, which is also present
without the in-plane condition. The width of this resonance
was found to be 0.51 0.11 MeV (FWHM). This width is
obtained froma fit to thedatawith either aGaussianor aBreit-
Wigner distributionwith an energy-independentwidth folded
by the Gaussian experimental resolution (FWHM∼700 keV
from elastic scattering) together with an exponential back-
ground. The limited statistics do not allow for meaningful
consideration of a potential asymmetry. The broad structure
around 3.5MeVis not statistically significant for distinguish-
ing between phase space effects and resonance peak. Hence
we do not discuss any further on that. In order to obtain the
differential cross section [Fig. 3(b)], the spectrum for Ex <
3.5 MeV is fitted with an exponential background [Fig. 3(a),
inset]. The background-subtracted counts under the 3σ
Gaussian peak region were taken. Other background esti-
mates using a linear function or a second Gaussian peaked
around 3.5 MeV did not affect the shape of the angular
distribution but cause a variation in the overall magnitude
which is included in the systematic uncertainty. Only the
statistical uncertainty is shown in Fig. 3(b), since our aim is
to determine the shape of the angular distribution. The
systematic uncertainties contribute an additional 30%.
The angular distributions are interpreted in the framework
of a one-step distorted wave Born approximation calculation
using the code FRESCO [23]. The calculated elastic scattering
angular distribution (black curve in Fig. 2) yields the best fit
optical potential parameters. By using these potential param-
eters and a collective form factor, the inelastic scattering
angular distribution is calculated for L ¼ 0, 1, and 2 as
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FIG. 2 (color online). Elastic scattering angular distribution for
dð11Li; dÞ at beam energy 55.3 MeV. The cross section with filled
(blue) squares [open (blue) triangles] is from deuterons detected
in the Si(YY1)-CsI(Tl) array by using efficiencies from simu-
lation (elastic) data. The efficiency of the Si(YY1) array is shown
in the inset, where filled squares are from simulation and open
triangles are from elastic data. The cross section with filled red
circles is from 11Li detected in the S3 detector array. The curve
shows distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) predictions.




1.03 MeV excited state. Figure 3(b) shows that the angular
distribution normalized to the data is consistent with an
L ¼ 1 excitation, thereby establishing the dipole character of
the resonance state. The minimum χ2 for L ¼ 0 and 2
distributions are more than 2 standard deviations higher than
that for L ¼ 1. Deuteron inelastic scattering will excite only
isoscalar dipole resonance(s), since the deuteron is an iso-
scalar probe (T ¼ 0). Therefore, this observation provides the
first clear evidence of the isoscalar soft dipole excitation
character of this resonance state. The vibration of the halo
neutrons against the core is associated to an in-phasevibration
of core protons and neutrons giving rise to the isoscalar dipole
mode. A dipole transition opens the possibility of the
resonance state having a spin of 1=2þ, 3=2þ, or 5=2þ.
Figure 4 compares various theoretical predictions with
the data. The first predictions based on a hybrid model by
Ikeda [4] is shown as model 11. The lowest resonance is
quite close to the data, but as discussed in Ref. [4]
improvements in this model are needed for a more realistic
comparison to the experiment. In this Letter, we present
three new calculations that are discussed below.
Shell model calculations with dipole operators were
performed by using the SFO [26] and SFO-tls [27] inter-
actions with p-sd configurations including up to 3ℏω
excitations. The SFO-tls interaction with the single particle
energyof the s orbital lowered tomatch the 11Be levels is used.
The probabilities for p2- and sd2 (s2)-shell configurations in
11Li are 38.9% and 61.1% (33.6%), respectively, for the SFO
interaction. The SFO-tls interaction leads to the configuration
components of 56.1% and 43.4% (21.7%), respectively. The
p-shell part of the SFO Hamiltonian is obtained from the
Cohen-Kurath Hamiltonian [28], and the p − sd part is from
the Millener-Kurath interaction [29]. The SFO-tls interaction
has an improved spin-orbit and tensor component in the p-sd
cross-shell part that is consistent with the π þ ρ meson
exchange potential. This leads to an enlarged tensor compo-
nent. Figure 4 shows that differences between the SFO (model
2) and SFO-tls (model 3) interactions have significant impact
on the energy of the dipole resonances. The larger tensor and
spin-orbit contribution inSFO-tls greatly lowers the excitation
energy. The result of the SFO-tls interaction (Fig. 4, model 3)
for the lowest resonance is found to be in good agreementwith
the experimental data, thereby showing the importance of the
monopole part of tensor interaction in 11Li.
In another framework, the 11Li nucleus is described with
the 9Liþ nþ n three-bodymodel. An inert 9Li core plus two
halo neutrons with an isovector dipole transition operator
predicts low-lyingdipole resonances.The results are shown in
Fig. 4 (models 5–7). The excitation energies of the 3=2þ and
5=2þ dipole resonances are predicted to have a strong
dependence on the s2 component in the wave function of




















































FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Inelastic scattering excitation energy
spectrum for deuterons in coincidence with 9Li. Inset: Curve
shows fitting with Gaussian plus exponential function. (b) The
inelastic scattering angular distribution data for the resonance
peak at Eex ¼ 1.03 MeV. The curves are DWBA calculations for










































































FIG. 4 (color online). The experimental excitation energy
compared with different theoretical model predictions: (1) exper-
imental data; shell model with (2) SFO and (3) SFO-tls
interactions; (4) coupled cluster; (5)–(7) three-body model with
2s1=2, 10%, 30%, and 50%, respectively; (8) Ref. [24] with
10Lið2−Þ; (9) Ref. [24] with 10Lið1−Þ; (10) Ref. [25]; and
(11) Ref. [4]. The red (squares), blue (circles), and green
(triangles) lines represent states with spin 3=2þ, 5=2þ, and
1=2þ, respectively.




(TOSM) [30,31], the tensor correlation in 9Li is variationally
treated by including the highmomentum component of 2p2h
states in the configuration mixings. This model produces the
Pauli-blocking effect on the p-shell configuration of 11Li,
which dynamically enhances the s-wave mixing probability
of last two neutrons in 11Li and explains the ground state
properties. The dipole excitation within the TOSM frame-
work was also studied in this work; however, no low-lying
dipole resonanceswere predicted. Thismay point towards the
necessity to include excited 9Li core components in the
TOSM model.
In a first effort to investigate 11Li in an ab initio
framework, coupled cluster calculations including the
chiral next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) force [32]
with the two-nucleon interaction only were performed.
The states of 11Li were computed as a proton attached to the
10He ground state where the two last neutrons fill up the
2s1=2 orbital. Up to 3p-2h excitations were considered. In
this approach, instead of using a dipole operator, the spin of
the states determines the dipole excitation. The results are
shown in Fig. 4 (model 4). The excitation energy is higher
than the data, and the spin ordering of the 3=2þ and 5=2þ
levels is inverted compared with the shell model results.
Further developments including continuum effects and
three-nucleon force will be investigated in the future.
The Coulomb breakup of 11Li studied in a three-body
model [25] predicts a narrow 1− resonance at 0.5 MeV
above the two-neutron threshold (i.e., Ex ∼ 0.86 MeV).
The predicted excited state (Fig. 4, model 10) is in
moderate agreement, being slightly below the 1σ error
of the data. However, unlike the conclusion presented in
Ref. [25], the present data clearly confirm that the low-
lying resonance in 11Li is not consistent with the peak in the
Coulomb breakup. Dipole resonances in 11Li have also
been investigated in a complex scaling method [24] (Fig. 4,
models 8 and 9). The results depend on the 10Li resonances,
model 8 and 9 for 2− and 1− ground states, respectively, of
10Li and are in fairly good agreement with the data. From
Fig. 4, we see that the three-body models 5–10 predict
closely spaced resonances around 1 MeV, which is different
from the shell model and coupled cluster model predic-
tions. However, most of the models show the presence of a
low-energy dipole state.
In summary, the first measurement of dð11Li; d0Þ inelastic
scattering provides firm evidence for the existence of a soft
dipole resonance at Ex ¼ 1.03 0.03 MeV with a width
(FWHM) of 0.51 0.11 MeV having isoscalar character.
The excitation energy compared to shell model predictions
shows the first signature of the importance of the monopole
component of the tensor force in 11Li. Three-body models of
11Li also predict resonances close to the data. The first coupled
cluster calculations with two-nucleon force show resonances
at somewhat higher energies than observed. The present data
suggest that the peak observed in Coulomb dissociation is a
nonresonant enhancement from direct breakup.
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